VacuMove Keg Lifter

Reduce operator injury and speed the production process with the VM180 Keg Lifter. Our VacuMove is the solution to lifting heavy, strenuous kegs.

Benefits of the VacuMove Keg Lifter Include:

• Lift and rotate kegs in a safe and effortless 360° motion.
• High-quality engineered gaskets to ensure suction of keg.
• Quick and easy movement from the side of the keg, the top, or both.
• We handle all sizes of kegs ranging from full barrel to 1/4 barrel.

Our Customers Using the VacuMove Include:

![Logos of Oskar Blues, Lagunitas, Boston, Ommegang, Flying Dog, Flying Dog Logo, and Odell Brewing Company]
Pair Our VacuMove Keg Lifter with our Lightweight Bridge & Jib Crane Systems

- For productions lines with several working stations.
- A separate crane bridge is installed for each station.
- There is no limit to the length of this gantry, 50-60 metres is common.

- Basic overhead x-y crane system.
- Competitive pricing, fast deliveries, high quality and easy installation is the secret behind this popular solution.

Contact us today for more information!

Shown here - Brewery Ommegang in Cooperstown, NY